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Abstract—Network control in microgrids is an active research
area driven by a steady increase in energy demand, the necessity
to minimize the environmental footprint, yet achieve socio-
economic benefits and ensure sustainability. Reducing deviation
of the predicted energy consumption from the actual one,
softening peaks in demand and filling in the troughs, especially
at times when power is more affordable and clean, present
challenges for the demand-side response. In this paper, we
present a hierarchical energy system architecture with embedded
control. This architecture pushes prediction models to edge
devices and executes local control loops to address the challenge
of managing demand-side response locally. We employ a two-
step approach: At an upper level of hierarchy, we adopt a
conventional machine learning pipeline to build load prediction
models using automated domain-specific feature extraction and
selection. Given historical data, these models are then used to
label prediction failure events that force the operator to use
backup energy sources to stabilize the network. On a lower level
of hierarchy, computed labels are used to train impact models
realized by LSTM networks running on edge devices to infer the
probability that the power consumption of the player contributes
to the upper level prediction failure event. The system is evaluated
on clustered and aggregated energy traces from a public data
set of academic buildings. The results show the benefits of the
proposed hierarchical energy system architecture in terms of
impact prediction with 55 % accuracy. This allows minimizing
the number of prediction failure events by 11.69 % by executing
targeted local control.

Index Terms—hierarchical energy system, local control, energy
prediction, from local to global, impact models, smart buildings

I. INTRODUCTION

The effective management of large-scale energy systems

offers a potential for outreaching economic, social and envi-

ronmental impact. Smart buildings are becoming key players

in such energy management strategies. Due to the increasing

instrumentation of buildings with networked sensors, we now

have access to rich data traces of their operation. Forecasting

various parameters of these operational traces is of paramount

importance for the reliable operation of the infrastructure

and its efficient integration with the grid. Current research

related to the electrical energy usage of buildings falls into

one of two categories. The first research direction focuses

on the short-term load forecasting (STLF) problem over

hourly, daily and weekly time horizons and its impact on

balancing supply and demand [1]. The second research line

focuses on anomaly identification and early warning systems

based on energy traces. Anomalies are usually understood in

terms of conspicuous energy traces produced by misbehaving

consumers or energy equipment [2]. However, neither research

direction alone helps to manage demand-side response and

minimize the gap between the predicted energy consumption

and the real data. The main reason for this is that both topics

reside at different levels of data aggregation: An energy trace

of a broken appliance is masked by the usage patterns of

other devices. We tackle the problem by constructing a novel

model,—referred to as impact model,—to predict the contri-

bution of an individual behavior to the aggregated behavior.

This approach is a prerequisite for a targeted local control to

soften energy peaks and fill in the troughs in order to support

the demand-size response at a new level.

Predicting energy consumption is an active field of research

boosted by the availability of good-quality public data sets of

building data, including detailed electrical energy consumption

traces. A common pipeline for building prediction models

involves preprocessing, feature extraction, feature selection,

model training and evaluation [3]. In this work we train typical

machine learning models described in the literature [4], such as

regression models [5] and tree-based algorithms [6], to predict

the energy consumption at a building level. These have been

shown to offer a good trade-off between forecasting accuracy,

ease of implementation, training, and explainability to end-

users [7]. We adapt a more general definition of anomaly

as an inconsistency between the actual and the predicted

energy consumptions. If the inconsistency is significant, the

network operator will have to stabilize the network by activat-

ing usually expensive energy reserves. Given a good-quality

prediction model, anomalies can be described as a stochastic

process. Anomalies may be caused by transient equipment

faults and malfunctions, or persistent changes in energy usage

behavior influenced by external factors such as weather and

seasonality [8]. Despite stochasticity of anomaly events which

makes them impossible to predict better than by chance, we

focus on modelling the dependency between the local and the

aggregated energy traces at consecutive levels of hierarchy

by means of LSTM networks. Such impact models allow

locally managing energy consumption to minimize the chance

of anomaly occurrence.

Although a classical grid is often seen as a hierarchical

structure, the grid operator makes decisions on its aggregated

view. In this work, we introduce intermediate levels of hi-

erarchy at the level of individual buildings, campuses and



districts. We refer to our grid architecture as a hierarchical

energy system. We require an energy consumption measure-

ment device, such as a smart meter, at every level of hierarchy

capable of running an energy prediction algorithm. Moreover,

every device estimates the impact of its local subnetwork to

the aggregation trace at the upper level. If the impact model

predicts that the local behavior may cause an anomaly, the

device may apply local control to mitigate the risk of anomaly

occurrence. Examples of local control include lowering the

temperature in a certain part of the building by a few degrees,

turning off auxiliary capacities, and rescheduling non-critical

tasks. Since demand-side response management occurs in real

time, it is essential that all model inferences and local control

loops are executed on the edge in real time.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We propose a concept of a hierarchical energy system

with local control, which pushed energy prediction mod-

els and control to edge devices. We describe the overall

architecture in Sec. II.

• Sec. III and Sec. IV introduce a generalized view of

anomalies and describe the structure of the LSTM impact

models that predict the contribution of the local behavior

to the aggregated one.

• Sec. V presents evaluation results of the model per-

formance on a public data set comprising one year of

energy traces from academic buildings. We show that

the hierarchical energy system with local control allows

minimizing the number of energy anomalies at the build-

ing cluster level by by 11.69 % and thus considerably

improves the demand-side response management.

Finally, Sec. VI surveys the state-of-the-art and Sec. VII

concludes this paper.

II. HIERARCHICAL ENERGY SYSTEM

WITH LOCAL CONTROL

Large-scale energy systems are typically organised in hier-

archical layers of monitoring and control. In a reference three

level architecture presented in Fig. 1, a central coordinator at

the top level is responsible for balancing electricity generation

and consumption within a high-level planning framework. The

intermediate level coordinates locally interacting major entities

such as large energy consumers and distributed renewable

energy generation facilities that operate at reduced reaction

times. Finally, low-level commercial entities, such as buildings

or small-scale industrial or manufacturing facilities, generally

manage their own consumption through a mix on energy

incentives and penalties corresponding to individually agreed

contracts with the energy supplier. The contracts regulate

energy pricing, penalties for overconsumption and static caps

on the total amount of energy that can be drawn from the grid.

Incentives can also be provided to large consumers for drawing

surplus energy from the grid during certain time periods.

We adopt this grid structure, yet argue that a hierarchical

energy system needs a local energy forecasting and local

control through intelligent energy management running on

embedded devices on the edge. The case study is based on
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Fig. 1: Hierarchical energy system with three layers

data traces from individual consumers, e.g., large commer-

cial buildings, grouped into clusters, e.g., neighborhood and

campus energy management units, that are coordinated by a

top-level grid dispatcher entity. Deploying prediction models

and running inference on the edge can improve local control

loops, minimize reaction times and increase robustness of

the overall system. Upstream aggregation of the measured

and predicted energy time series results in the information

loss by obfuscating small-scale energy events. Also sampling

and control periods for predicting electricity demand and

classifying events increase as we move up in the hierarchy:

from tens of seconds or minutes on the edge to tens of minutes

and hours. By building prediction models from energy traces,

the resulting anomalies,–defined as inconsistent differences

between actual and expected values,–can be swiftly propagated

toward the decision center and included into the large-scale

and slow control loops as perturbation channels. This will im-

prove the energy management of the whole microgrid, reduce

energy costs, and minimize the unnecessary provisioning of

environment-damaging energy resources.

Our case study and evaluation is focused on two bottom

levels of the diagram depicted in Fig. 1 that cover the individ-

ual consumer entities, medium-to-large commercial buildings

with over 5000 sqm of floor space and widely varying usage

types, grouped together and coordinated by an energy manager

at a cluster level. The main idea explored in this paper is

twofold: 1) we argue that each building is capable of locally

estimating the extent to which its own consumption contributes

to the known anomalies reported on the aggregated data in

the corresponding cluster, and 2) we can take a local remedial

action to curtail positive or negative impact without outside

influence. Control actions can be taken for example by modu-

lating large local consumers of electricity. Conversely, negative

anomalies can be compensated by storing electricity in on-site

storage systems or building thermal buffers through the HVAC

system [9]. We assume that the number of consumers in a

cluster is reasonably low so that anomalies can be evaluated

by the members with sufficiently high confidence levels.



III. PREDICTING ENERGY CONSUMPTION

The first stage in the process consists of building short-term

load forecasting (STLF) models using a typical conventional

machine learning pipeline. The steps involve pre-processing

of individual time-series, feature extraction, feature selection,

model training and model selection. For the purpose of this

study, the offline procedure is carried out on a reference

building energy data set acquired in the Building Data Genome

project [10]. The data represents hourly whole-building energy

meter measurements from 507 mostly academic buildings from

various climate areas. The data set is particularly suitable for

testing the hierarchical energy system since it allows for a

straightforward and natural clustering of co-located energy

consumers, e.g., buildings in the same campus. We map the

clusters to the two bottom layers of our hierarchical energy

aggregation architecture presented in Fig. 1.

We automate the feature extraction and selection steps

by leveraging a new time series modelling toolbox

tsfresh [11], with wide applicability across domains. It is

successfully used in industrial applications such as machinery

lifespan estimation and product quality forecasting, which we

currently extend to energy pattern analysis and forecasting.

Moreover, it is suitable for the analysis of data streams

and handling time series in batches with the output features

being fed to other frameworks such as scikit-learn and

tensorflow. Several hundred features are automatically

computed, sorted by their relevance and discarded by means of

the statistical significance test which evaluates their contribu-

tion to the quality of the prediction model. Feature extraction

and selection on the full data set took 25 h on Intel Xeon

server-class system1.

Multiple machine learning models have recently been used

for prediction in various energy related tasks. Among these we

have selected a subset of models that we apply to our initial

building energy load forecasting. Selected features were thus

used to train the following models: linear regression with lasso

parameter regularization [5], linear regression with ridge reg-

ularization [12] and boosted regression trees (xgboost) [6].

Plain linear regression (LR) is also considered, mostly in order

to quantify the performance of the other models to a fixed

baseline. Prediction accuracy is evaluated in terms of the Mean

Absolute Prediction Error (MAPE), a relative metric which

enables comparison across various levels of absolute energy

consumption. MAPE is defined as:

MAPE =
1

n

n
∑

1

∣

∣

∣

∣

Yt − Y pt
Yt

∣

∣

∣

∣

· 100%, (1)

where n represents the number of samples, Yt and Y pt
stand for the actual data and predicted data, respectively.

We achieve MAPE values between 0.5% and 4.5% across

the modelled data set, depending on the specific building

electricity consumption patterns, energy efficiency, location

and local weather.

1We used: tsfresh 0.11.2, scikit-learn 0.20.2, python 2.7,
keras 2.2.4 with tensorflow 1.13.1.
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Fig. 2: Building energy prediction and anomaly labelling using

machine learning models

Once individual prediction models are validated, we imple-

ment a dynamic thresholding mechanism to compare predicted

values to the actual consumption trace. We label all threshold

violations as anomaly events. This method of finding anoma-

lies is justified by the limited availability of manual labels

by human experts and is used when building many domain-

specific ML models [8]. To implement dynamic thresholding,

we first compute a cross validation score for each time series

using the negative mean absolute error (MAE):

MAE =
1

n

n
∑

1

|Yt − Y pt| . (2)

Specificly to time series data, cross-validation is performed

on a rolling basis with new validation folds being built as

supersets of the previous folds in order to preserve the structure

of the time series fragments. The tscv package is used for

implementation. The upper (UB) and lower (LB) bounds are

finally computed as follows:

UB = q + (MAE + 1.96 · σ)

LB = q − (MAE + 1.96 · σ),
(3)

where q is a predicted energy consumption. The value 1.96 in

the above formulas serves as a scaling factor and corresponds

to the 95 % confidence interval in our implementation. The

value can be tuned to make anomaly labelling more conserva-

tive or more relaxed. To ensure data consistency when building

impact models, the linear regression with lasso parameter

shrinkage is used as a reference when labelling anomalies

across all individual and aggregated time series predictions.

Fig. 2 illustrates the outcome of the energy prediction step

for a sample building in the data set. The graphic shows the

actual values, the predicted values and the confidence intervals

over a sample of ten consecutive days. The MAPE metric in

this particular case is 1.88 % over the test set. The anomalies

are marked with orange dots and their indices and relative

magnitudes are recored for further use. Overall, around 15 %

to 20 % of the data points are labelled as anomalies with the

current parametrisation of the models.

Fig. 3 shows the contribution of the extracted features to the

prediction model output. In this specific case, the top features

that contribute to the prediction output are related to the Fast



Fig. 3: Model features ranked by their respective contributions
(Features: 1 = ’cwt coeff widths (2,5,10,20) coeff 9 w 2’, 2 =
’quantile q 0.9’, 3 = ’ mean second derivative central’, 4 =
’ fft coeff 4 attr real’, 5 = ’fft coeff 3 attr real’, 6 = ’mini-
mum’, 7 = ’fft coeff 2 attr imag’, 8 = ’quantile q 0.4’, 9 =
’fft coeff 5 attr real’, 10 = ’f agg mean isAbs true’ )

Fourier Transform (FFT) and Continuous Wavelet Transform

(CWT) coefficients of time series fragments as well as to basic

metrics such as median values. This type of analysis helps to

reduce the feature space for embedded implementation as well

as to understand the determining factors in the forecast.

IV. EVENT PREDICTION AT THE EDGE

At the lower level of hierarchy in Fig. 1, we use the

previously extracted anomaly labels to define a supervised

learning task of anomaly impact classification using deep

neural networks. The impact models run by each building and

output a binary indicator if a consumer at the lower level is

the cause of the anomaly in the aggregated trace at the upper

level. If this is the case, it will have to adjust its consumption

pattern in the first place by taking local control actions. Given

the input time dependencies and sequence characteristics a

LSTM model was chosen and its parameters were selected

in terms of the number of layers, number of units per layer,

activation functions and optimisation method. The model takes

the latest 24 h of data which led to an event, i.e., 24 time steps

for both individual consumption and aggregated consumption

at the corresponding upper layer. The anomaly labels have

been previously calculated according to a prediction model

as described in Sec. III. We first compute overshoots and

undershoots of the prediction inconsistency in the aggregated

trace, and then assign the contribution of individual buildings

to the identified anomalies as a percentage value. The building

with maximum impact is assigned 1, while other buildings are

assigned 0. This is done while accounting for the fact that

some buildings may actually contribute to the mitigation of

an anomaly by underconsuming at peak times. In this case,

we ignore the deviations that have a different sign than the

sum in the calculation of the contributions. One limitation of

this work is that we treat both positive and negative deviations

in a similar manner, whereas in a realistic scenario negative

deviations would result in an incentive towards the building to

actually consume more.

Fig. 4 illustrates the high-level input-output structure of the

RNN LSTM model that we use at the individual building

level. The implementation is based on the ’Vanilla LSTM’
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Fig. 4: Architecture of the anomaly impact model (LSTM)

[13] unit as building blocks. For each cell, a time series {x}
of length n ∈ N is processed by a single LSTM layer and

yields two outputs: a hidden state h and a cell state c. The

initial state of the network (c0, h0) is input to the first cell

at initialisation along with the first time step of the sequence

x1. The first output h1 is computed and the new cell state

c1 is propagated to the next computational cell in an iterative

fashion. The output state at time step t is achieved by means

of combining the current output of the LSTM layer with the

cell state information that accounts for the previously extracted

information [14].

There are four gate types in an LSTM cell: the input gate i
which controls the level of cell state update, the layer update

g which controls the added information to the cell state, the

forget gate f which controls the removal of information from

the cell state, and the output gate o which control the effect

that the cell state has on the output. During training an LSTM

network, the conventional NN parameters input weights W,

and the bias b are learned along with an extra set of parameters

W,R and b in the form of the recurrent weights R. This set

of parameters is achieved through the concatenations of input

weights, recurrent weights, and biases at the component-wise

level. The value of the LSTM network thus comes from its

ability to propagate information towards the output over longer

time sequences, while offering the internal mechanisms to

prioritise certain patterns during training.

The models are triggered and run whenever an anomaly

is reported by the upper level of hierarchy. In this case, the

local LSTM model is provided with the aggregated energy

consumption trace from the upper level. The history of the

own individual energy consumption is available locally. Op-

tionally, the model can also predict the own individual energy

consumption for the next hour. The prediction can be used to

plan local control.

As an example, Fig. 5 illustrates the individual and cumu-

lative active power draw over a ten day period from three

reference buildings 1-3, aggregated into a cluster 1, also see

Fig. 1. For consistency of timestamps, construction specifics

and climate influences, all buildings stem from the same

academic campus located in Zurich, Switzerland. The potential

for improving energy management and control resides in

the differences between the low-level consumers managed

at the cluster level. The usage patterns across the buildings

are heterogeneous since these include offices, classrooms and

laboratory spaces. They can be identified in their source

data set with their textual descriptions: ’Office Travis’, ’Uni-

vClass Terri’ and ’UnivLab Tracy’ respectively. The aggre-



gated trace in Fig. 5 represents the total energy consumption

of three buildings. The floor area is also reported as being

9244 sqm for Building 1, 12796 sqm for Building 2 and 5968

sqm for Building 3, which allows further energy efficiency

profiling.

Fig. 5: Individual and aggregated traces of 3 campus buildings

Table I shows an anomaly impact results on a sample cam-

pus comprising three buildings. In this example, Building 1 is

the dominant contributor to the upper-level anomalies in the

aggregated trace.

Anomaly ID Building 1 Building 2 Building 3

1 38 36 26
2 70 30 0
3 59 25 16

TABLE I: Impact of a building [%] on the reported anomalies

A slice of a training time series for the LSTM for Building

1 is presented in Table II.

Input Individual Behaviour [90,211 89,3 ... 90,125 90,48]

Input Aggregated Behaviour [180,836 181,17 ... 184,75 185,48]

Output Impact 1

TABLE II: LSTM training example with 24 time steps

Fig. 6: Test accuracy and improvement over the baseline

We evaluate the performance on impact models by com-

parison to a random choice. This means, once an anomaly

occurs at the campus level, we use a random choice to decide

which building contributed most to the anomaly. The baseline

random choice accuracy is thus considered to be 50 % for

two buildings in a cluster, 33.33 % for three buildings, 25 %

for four buildings, and 1

N
· 100% for N buildings in a

cluster. Fig. 6 presents the first results obtained for our campus

comprising three buildings. The accuracy values correspond

to the absolute accuracy achieved by three trained LSTMs

for each building on a test data set. The shown improvement

is computed by dividing the test accuracy by the baseline.

The average test accuracy across the three buildings is 47%
and the average improvement compared to random baseline

is 43%. In this case, the LSTMs are trained using 2622 time

series drawn from the data, while 463 time series are used

for testing. A randomised test where we select three buildings

from the dataset with aligned timestamps, yielded an average

test accuracy of 40% and an average improvement of 21%
over the baseline.

V. EVALUATION

A one-layer LSTM implementation with 50 blocks has been

used to evaluate the results over multiple cluster sizes and

hierarchies.

For the LSTM training, the inputs are first normalised to

correct for the difference in absolute levels between individual

consumers and the aggregated series. This is more important

for larger clusters, where the aggregated values become much

larger than individual values, thereby biasing the network

decision. The data set is partitioned into 70 %, 15 %, 15% for

training, validation and testing the model respectively. Our

LSTM block uses ReLU activation functions expressed as

g(z) = max(0, z). This type of activation function has been

shown in the literature to speed up neural network training

by accelerating gradient descent, especially for larger datasets

[15]. Another benefit is the reduced likelihood of the gradient

vanishing to improve convergence.

The output layer implements a binary classifier whether

the local behaviour of a consumer causes an anomaly in

the aggregated behavior at the campus level. The binary

classifier is implemented using a sigmoid activation functions

g(z) = 1/(1+e−z) and the cross-entropy loss for performance

assessment:

L = −
(

y log(p) + (1− y) · log(1− p)
)

, (4)

where y is a binary indicator reflecting if the class label is

a correct classification for the respective training example,

and p is the predicted probability that the observation belongs

to the respective class. The selected method for solving the

iterative optimisation problem is Stochastic Gradient Descent

(SGD) with Adaptive Moment Estimation (ADAM) parameter

optimisation. An average network is trained over 50 epochs. In

this implementation context, we tested the LSTM performance

in several scenarios that we detail below.

A. Impact of multiple buildings per cluster

In this scenario we evaluate the impact of the varying

number of consumers per cluster. We vary the number between

two and six and refer to the corresponding clusters as C2 to

C6 respectively. Similarly to Fig. 6, we compute the average

test accuracy and improvement over the baseline for each of

these clusters in Fig. 7. Boxplots show statistical variance

of the computed impact over the set of buildings in each



Fig. 7: Analysis of clusters with growing number of buildings

Fig. 8: Test accuracy and improvement over baseline for a

cluster of buildings with similar energy usage patterns

cluster. Naturally, the test accuracy gradually decreases with

the increase in the number of buildings per cluster. The relative

improvement, however, appears to be stable at around 55 %

on average. This happens for a decreasing baseline linked to

the random choice of a building in a cluster, from 50 % in

C2 down to 16.67 % in C6. This finding is important and

highlights the steady performance of our impact models, even

on this limited data set. With an increase in the number of

buildings per cluster we can also observe larger variability

at the individual consumption levels. This variability can be

partially explained by the limited information carried by the

aggregate behaviour when combining multiple local behaviors.

B. Impact of different consumption patterns

This scenario compares two three-building clusters which

were composed based on their dominant energy usage pattern.

In contrast to the results presented above for cluster C3, the

other cluster contains three buildings with the same dominant

usage pattern, namely only laboratories. The laboratories can

be identified in the original data set by their textual de-

scriptions: ’UnivLab Taylor’, ’UnivLabTami Terri’ and ’Uni-

vLab Terrie’ respectively. We refer to the latter cluster as C3b

and the results are illustrated in Fig. 8. The average accuracy

and improvement metrics are lower than in Fig. 6, by 5 % and

25 % respectively. This can be attributed to the fact that similar

usage patterns in the input time series make their impact to

the aggregated trace less distinguishable and makes it more

difficult for the individual LSTMs to make a better impact

prediction than by chance.

C. Performance over multiple levels of hierarchy

Fig. 9: Performance drop with the number of hierarchy levels

Considering the aggregation at the top level for two clusters

C3 and C3b, we report the results over two levels of hierarchy

by combining the resulting energy time series. Fig. 9 presents

the comparison of the average metrics for low-level clusters of

three and two buildings respectively to them being combined

in the second-order cluster. The results show a considerable

decrease in the relative improvement compared to the C2

cluster at the lower level. This is caused by the obfuscation

of fine-grained interesting and distinguishing energy patterns

by the higher-level subsequent aggregation. Note that the

temporal resolution of the data set is hourly values, which

is low compared to 15 min values provided by conventional

energy meters. We can expect better performance of the impact

models and their scalability with the number of aggregation

levels as the temporal resolution of the input consumption data

is improved.

D. Electrical energy control at the building level

We finally analyse the potential control effect that our

modelling approach might have on eliminating aggregated

anomalies through better local assessment of consumption

impact. We are interested in determining to what extent

an individual consumer should self-regulate (mostly curtail

or shift) its electricity consumption in order to mitigate its

impact on the aggregated anomalies within a cluster. The

actual reduction of energy consumption is strongly related

to the consumer load profile and usage type. One reference

classification according to [16] divides the load to the base

load (between 0 % and 40 % of peak load), partially flexible

load (between 40 % and 70 %), and flexible load (over 70 %).

This offers a safe area of load curtailment of up to 30 % of

peak load for each building.



Fig. 10: Cumulative distribution of energy reduction

We use the previously defined cluster C3 with three build-

ings 1-3 as an example. The data we use is summarized in

Table III.

Dominant Impact Random Impact Model ∆

Building 1 465 155 203 48

Building 2 1866 622 860 238

Building 3 754 251 401 150

TABLE III: Breakdown of anomaly counts by dominant build-

ing for cluster C3 = 3085

For compiling the data we use a simplifying assumption

that the full impact of the anomaly is attributed to the building

which contributes the most to the prediction inconsistency. The

’Random’ column lists the number of anomalies that would

be identified with a probability of 33 % while for the ’Impact

Model’ the test set accuracy is predicted by LSTM models in

each building. The ∆ column shows the maximum number

of anomalies that we could correctly assign to each building

which also represents the upper bound of the improvement

potential compared to a random choice. The relative magnitude

of the anomaly deviation in the total energy consumption for

the dominant building is subsequently computed for a random

subset of the instances of size ∆. We wish to identify the upper

bound on the energy curtailment needed for which the most

anomalies are eliminated across all buildings in the cluster.

The cumulative distribution of the energy reduction for

Building 2 from cluster C3 is illustrated in Figure 10. This

allows establishing a decision boundary for which the energy

reduction is feasible in conjunction with the target reduction

of the total number of anomalies. In this case a 7.64 %

reduction in energy consumption would eliminate 53.78 %

of the anomalies generated by this building. An 11.42 %

reduction would eliminate 72.2 % of the anomalies while a

15.2 % reduction would eliminate 82.77 %. For the latter case

if we apply this improvement across all buildings in the cluster

we would achieve a total reduction in the number of anomalies

of 39.27 %, out of which 11.69 % would be attributable to

our new method compared to the baseline. The control loop

consists of locally reducing power consumption in conjunction

with the desired anomaly avoidance potential according to a

lookup table populated with these values.

The process can be repeated across buildings and cluster hi-

erarchies. This also offers tuning knobs for more sophisticated

optimisation procedures that can adjust the individual energy

reduction in conjunction with dynamically varying objectives.

VI. RELATED WORK

Related works on hierarchical microgrid control strategies

cover high-level architectures for data collection and control,

including intelligent edge devices [17], [18]. At the lower

level, accurate consumption forecasts for consumers are re-

quired to balance the generation and demand in a micro-

grid [19]. With regard to techniques for building short-term

load forecasting, Support Vector Regression is analysed in

[20] by applying the techniques for multi-family residential

buildings. The study identifies the optimal spatiotemporal

granularity of input data for floor-level hourly measurements.

In this setting, the Coefficient of Variation value is reported

at 2.16 % with a standard error of 0.26 %. A time series

multivariate methodology for feature extraction is presented

in [21]. The study revolves around selecting the best fea-

ture subset for the prediction task in iterative manner. The

evolutionary search task aims at minimising the root-mean-

square error (RMSE) and mean-square error (MSE) in the

feature selection phase with positive impact on the poste-

rior model prediction test error. Improvements between 30-

40% are reported in terms of the test error compared to no

feature selection depending on the number of future steps

in the prediction horizon. The authors of [22] present an

extensive study of regularised regression, including lasso and

ridge regularizations, for investigating the driving factors for

annual electrical energy consumption. A recent study [23]

investigates the applicability of autoencoder type networks for

automated feature engineering in building energy models in

an unsupervised manner.

Recent contributions have focused on leveraging and ex-

tending prediction models for anomaly classification in energy

time series. Most notably, the Rimor system [24] describes

and implements a method for residential load analytics with

the goal to identify abnormal patterns in energy consump-

tion. The system is evaluated against several other methods

and reflects an average improvement of 15 % in detection

accuracy. Four residential data sets are used for validation

to show how increasing the number of contextual features

input to the model improves the accuracy evaluation metric,

the symmetric MAPE in this case. In the context of anomaly

detection, the impact of the time series chunk input size W
is evaluated together with the proportion of the observed

samples S behaving abnormally in a chunk. A similar two

stage approach to anomaly detection in an energy consumption

time series is presented in [25]. For prediction a hybrid

ARIMA and Neural Network model is built using t lagged

values of the time series as input features. The performance

is evaluated based on the RMSE, MAPE and MSE metrics

on various spans of training data collected from the local

smart meters. A statical thresholding strategy is deployed by

comparing the model prediction to the actual values within

a margin defined by 2 standard deviations that persist over

more than 5 min. A classification of building energy anomalies

and outliers is provided by [26]. The work described in [27]

uses conventional ARMA prediction models that run on edge



devices with a prototype running on Raspberry Pi.

This work combines elements from these two areas of

research and proposes a new approach for energy anomaly

impact assessment based on deep learning methods.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We present a method and associated evaluation for improv-

ing energy management strategies and control of hierarchical

energy systems on the edge. This is achieved through localised

impact models which enable individual consumers to assess

and act upon their effect on the larger grid. Using current

computational intelligence techniques for short-term load fore-

casting and anomaly detection enables the online impact mod-

elling at the local level. Practical evaluation on a reference data

set has shown improvements over baseline accuracy of 55 %

with a reduction in the total number of anomalies of 11.69 %

in comparison to the baseline method. The work is beneficial

for microgrid managers and end-users (building operators in

our case study). For the microgrid managers this is due to

improved control latency and the overall predictability of the

consumption patterns. By anticipating curtailment actions the

end users can avoid sudden, potentially damaging, actions.

We aim for a computationally-efficient inference on embedded

computing platforms. The proposed system is dedicated to

medium- to large-sized buildings but is flexible and can be

adapted to support other types of energy data such as many

energy-intensive processes in the industry.

Future work is focused on mitigating some of the limitations

of the current study, in particular with regard to LSTM model

structure and evaluation diversity on better temporally resolved

datasets. In particular we are interested in deploying the

models, which currently have 10,651 parameters in our im-

plementation, on embedded computing platforms and studying

the effect of real-time and control constraints.
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